
Note to Mather Community Members
A decision to adjourn the Mather Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) is being considered by the AFRPA 
Western Region Senior Representative, Philip H. Mook, Jr. The Mather RAB has been meeting since 1994 to 
discuss environmental cleanup at the former Mather Air Force Base. If you would like to learn more about 
the cleanup, or the RAB, or the adjournment process, you are encouraged to attend a Mather RAB Meeting 
on Wednesday, May 25 at 6 p.m. at the Courtyard Sacramento Rancho Cordova, 10683 White Rock Road, 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670. For more information, call 916 643-1250, ext. 257.

FAQ
Why is a RAB adjourned?
A Restoration Advisory Board, or RAB, may be 
adjourned because there is no longer sufficient 
and sustained community interest. Other reasons 
to adjourn a RAB can include: all cleanup remedies 
are in place, all Records of Decision are signed, RAB 
goals have been achieved, or the land is transferred 
to an entity not controlled by the Department of 
Defense.

Who decides to adjourn a RAB?
The Installation Commander makes that 
decision after consulting with and considering 
comments by community members, the 
Environmental Projection Agency, the state, 
tribes (if applicable), and RAB members. In the  
case of Mather, the Installation Commander is 
Philip H. Mook Jr., Senior Representative, Air 
Force Real Property Agency Western Region.

Have RABs been adjourned at other 
former Air Force bases in California?
Yes. In California, RABs have been adjourned at the 
former George AFB in Victorville, the former Castle 
AFB in Atwater, and the former Norton AFB in San 
Bernardino.

What is the process for adjourning a RAB?
If the Senior Representative is considering adjourn-
ing the RAB, he shall: consult with EPA, the state, 
tribes, RAB members, and the local community, as 
appropriate, regarding adjourning the RAB and con-

sider all responses before mak-
ing a final decision. If a 

final decision is made 
to adjourn the RAB, the 
Senior Representative 
will document the ratio-
nale for adjournment in 
a memorandum for inclu-
sion in the Administrative 
Record. He will also notify 
the public of the decision 
through written notice to 
RAB members and through 
publication of a notice in a 
local newspaper of general 
circulation, and describe 

other ongoing public involve-
ment opportunities that are 
available once the RAB is ad-
journed.
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Frequently Asked Questions



Q: Is the water on the Mather property safe to drink and where does it come from?
A: Yes, the water is safe to drink.  The water provider for Independence Housing and the rest of the Mather 

property is the Sacramento County Water Agency.  This water meets the rigorous standards set by the 
California Department of Health Services.  The groundwater pollution issues at Mather have no impact on 
the quality of drinking water provided through the water system there.

Q: How can you be sure the water is safe to drink?  
A: The contaminated water is not used for drinking water.  Wells providing drinking water are tested regularly, 

and annual water quality reports are provided to water customers as required by law.  In addition, the Air 
Force samples the water from many drinking water wells. Many of the more than 600 Air Force monitoring 
wells track and measure contamination and ensure that the contaminated water doesn’t impact drinking 
water supplies.

Q: What about the soil?  Is it hazardous?
A: Since the cleanup began in the 1980s, the Air Force has gathered extensive information about the 

locations where hazardous waste was dumped, leaked or spilled.  The few locations where fuel tanks 
leaked in the housing area (at two gas stations and a generator under the water tower) have been cleaned 
up.  The other contaminated sites at Mather are in former industrial areas, where cleanup actions have 
been completed or are in progress, and are not in or near housing.

Q: Can I dig in my yard? 
A: As in any community, you must first obtain permission to be sure you don’t damage underground utility 

lines and pipelines, including those associated with the Air Force’s Mather cleanup monitoring program.  
Contact the dig alert phone number (800-227-2600) 48 hours before digging in your yard.

Q: If I live on Mather, can I plant a garden?  Is it safe to grow vegetables or work in the soil?
A: It’s safe to plant a garden and grow vegetables.  There are no restrictions within the yards of homes built 

on the former base, such as yours.  The only possible concern is lead from lead-based paint that was on 
the former military houses.  However, this is no different from any other site that has or had buildings built 
prior to 1978.

Q: I’ve heard a lot about perchlorate in the region.  Can 
you tell me if it’s a problem at Mather and where it is?

A: There are a couple of areas where perchlorate from 
sources east of Mather has traveled over time into 
the groundwater underneath Mather.  The locations 
and depths of these underground plumes are well 
understood and the monitoring and cleanup programs 
are conducted by the responsible parties under the 
regulatory oversight of the California Department 
of Toxic Substances Control and the Central Valley 
Regional Water Quality Control Board.
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Q: I’m curious about the piping, equipment and signs for cleanup systems I see when I drive around Mather. 
What is coming out of these and is it dangerous to breathe?

A: The vapors released are mostly water vapor, but may contain low concentrations of environmental 
contaminants.  These low concentrations do not pose a significant health threat and are also released from 
exhaust stacks that carry the vapors away from ground level.  There are no special problems associated 
with the air at Mather.

Q: The cleanup at Mather seems to be going on for a very long time. Why?
A: Even using the best available technology, the removal of contaminants in the soil and groundwater is 

a time-consuming process.  The cleanup process is managed to methodically achieve cleanup while 
avoiding unneeded expense to taxpayers, and occurs with oversight by numerous regulatory agencies to 
protect human health and the environment.

Q: When did the Air Force start the cleanup and when will they be finished?
A: The Air Force began cleaning up Mather in the 1980s.  As of 2009 all cleanup systems were in place 

working to remove contamination.  The Air Force will continue with the cleanup until the job is done.  Most 
soil vapor sites are expected to be cleaned by about 2015, but groundwater cleanup may continue in 
some areas until at least 2050. Landfill monitoring will extend indefinitely.

Q: Where can I get more information about the cleanup?
A: You can look on our website: www.afrpa.hq.af.mil .  Then, in right-hand column, select “BRAC Bases” from 

the pull down menu. Choose “Mather AFB, California”.  To get on our mailing list, email afrpa.pa@us.af.
mil or phone (916) 643-6420 x257.

Q: Is my home or business affected by the ongoing cleanup operation? 
A: There is no exposure to contamination at any home or business, but some homes and businesses are 

located close to cleanup equipment such as wells or piping.
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